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Tree Roots, a Wine Glass,
& a Dinner Plate

Daniel Hayden (This is the second in a series of guest articles.)

In construction, as in life, if you don’t lay a solid foundation, everything else is more likely to 
be a problem. It’s no different for trees, whose roots form the basis for their health and structural 
soundness. But what control do we have over tree roots that we can’t even see because they grow 
so deep into the earth? A lot. Because, generally, they don’t.

Much of the mistreatment of trees occurs because people don’t realize where the roots are 
located (or they do and think it doesn’t matter). Generally, most of a tree’s roots grow within 
the top foot or so of soil and take a horizontal path that extends well outside the tree’s canopy 
edge (the drip line). Obstructions, elevation changes, and other factors can influence this growth 
pattern, but knowing the natural character of root growth helps us make better decisions about 
what we do around trees. Structurally, a mature tree is a wonder of engineering. Its roots and 
stem (trunk) must support a canopy whose network of branching and foliage sways with the 
breezes and confronts even more wind force during storms. No wonder people think that roots 
must grow deep. Rather, as James Urban explains in Up By Roots: Healthy Soils and Trees in 
the Built Environment, a tree is a vertical cantilever that “resists overturning by relying on the 
anchoring of the horizontal roots.”

Where the trunk flares at the base, it packs on extra wood to form a “bracket” that resists the 
stresses of weight and force. It then divides into buttress roots to distribute that loading force. 
The area that flares and transitions into buttress roots is called the root crown or root collar. This 
part of the tree is extremely important to structural stability. Once underground, these roots taper 

quickly and transition to other types of roots that perform anchoring, storage, and 
absorbing functions. The absorbing roots hang out where there’s adequate air and 
moisture; that’s usually within the top twelve inches of soil. They are responsible 
for absorbing water and essential elements that the tree needs.

Picture a wine glass on a dinner plate. This classic model represents root 
growth of a tree allowed to grow in an open space. The glass’s bowl is the tree 

canopy, its base the root crown, and the dinner plate the root system. Keep it 
in mind, because the root crown and root system will come up over and over 
again as we explore other issues that impact proper tree care.

So does a great root system just happen? Nope. But before we look at how 
to encourage one from the start, in the next article, we’ll get better acquainted 

with the root crown. Then planting issues will 
make more sense. Daniel Hayden is an ISA 
Board Certified Arborist #TX-3748A and 
resides in Austin. You may reach him at 
dhayden@bartlett.com.

IMAGINE A WAY NOW 
ACCEPTING SPONSORSHIP 

APPLICATIONS FOR 
CENTRAL TEXAS CHILDREN  

AFFECTED BY AUTISM

Every child should have 
the chance to reach their full 
potentia l . Imagine A Way 
provides financial support and 
resources to help families with 
children diagnosed with autism 
provide their child with the 
therapies needed to help them 
achieve their full potential. 
Our focus is on children in the 
critical early childhood years 
of 2 to 6, when the window of 
opportunity exists to make the 
greatest impact on their lives.

We invite any family with 
a child (age 2-6) diagnosed 
on the Autism Spectrum to 
please visit our website www.
ImagineAWayFoundation.org 
or call (512) 220-4324 for more 
information on how to apply.
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY ...................................................911
Fire ......................................................................911
Ambulance ..........................................................911
Sheriff – Non-Emergency ................... 512-974-5556
Hudson Bend Fire and EMS
 
SCHOOLS
 Canyon Creek Elementary .............. 512-428-2800
 Grisham Middle School .................. 512-428-2650
 Westwood High School ................... 512-464-4000

UTILITIES
Pedernales Electric .............................. 512-219-2602
Texas Gas Service
 Custom Service ............................ 1-800-700-2443
 Emergencies .................................... 512-370-8609
 Call Before You Dig ........................ 512-472-2822
AT&T
 New Service ................................. 1-800-464-7928
 Repair .......................................... 1-800-246-8464
 Billing .......................................... 1-800-858-7928
Time Warner Cable
 Customer Service ............................ 512-485-5555
 Repairs ............................................ 512-485-5080

OTHER NUMBERS
Balcones Postal Office ........................ 512-331-9802

NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc. ............................................ 512-263-9181
Article Submissions .......... canyoncreek@peelinc.com
Advertising .......................advertising@PEELinc.com

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

ADVERTISING INFO
Please support the businesses that advertise in the Canyon 

Chronicle. Their advertising dollars make it possible for all 
Canyon Creek residents to receive the monthly newsletter 
at no charge.  If you would like to support the newsletter by 
advertising, please contact our sales office at 512-263-9181 or 
advertising@peelinc.com. The advertising deadline is the 9th 
of each month for the following month's newsletter.

(512) 302-5555 | (800) 252-1310 | atfcu.org | twitter.com/austintelco | facebook.com/austintelco

Free Checking | 250+ Free ATMs | 22 Austin Metro Locations

Mortgage Loans
Contact Mark Crowley at Ext. 7388 to set up 
an appointment. NMLS #458989

Money Market

$75,000 to $124,999                                    0.85%***
$125,000 and Above                                    0.95%***

Share Certifi cates Jumbo

12 Months 1.15%***
24 Months 1.56%***

*Annual Percentage Rate. All rates are expressed “as low as”. Actual rate may vary depending on credit qualifi cations. 
**Rate applies to 1st lien commercial real estate loans with a loan to value of 80% or less; construction/development loan 
rates/terms may vary. ***Annual Percentage Yield. Penalties for early withdrawal may apply. Jumbo- A minimum deposit 
of $95,000 is required. Rates and terms are subject to change without notice. Federally insured by 
NCUA. Austin Telco NMLS #422857

Home Equity Loans

10 Year Fixed Rate                                             4.45%*
15 Year Fixed Rate 4.75%*

Up to 60 Months                       2.89%*
66 Months                    2.99%*

Automobile Loans

Time for a new set 
of wheels?

Commercial Real Estate Loans

5 Year Fixed Rate                     4.99%**
7 Year Fixed Rate                     5.25%**

• Exceptional rates
• Flexible terms
• No prepayment penalties

Four Points Chamber
of Commerce Luncheon 

Four Points Chamber luncheons provide stimulating 
discussions for local individuals, businesses and 
organizations to gain new insights and foster business 
growth. Membership is not a requirement to come to the 
luncheon but you’ll want to register online to ensure your 
seat and receive early-bird discount pricing!

You can find all the details and register on the 
Four Points Chamber of Commerce Web site www.
fourpointschamber.com.  While you are at the Chamber’s 
Web site be sure to check out the other networking 
activities offered by the chamber, including the bi-
monthly Connectors networking meetings at Concordia 
University and monthly Happy Hour.
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Immunizations: Not Just for Kids

By- Concentra Urgent Care

Specific recommendations for individuals may vary depending on age, prior 
immunization history and the presence of other existing conditions; please see the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Web site at: http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/recs/
schedules/default.htm. For more information about immunizations and where to get 
them, contact your health care provider, your Concentra health specialist, or visit the 
CDC’s Web Site at: www.cdc.gov/vaccines.

VACCINE

Influenza ....................................................................... Yearly, especially if at risk

Meningococcal ..........One dose, age 11-12 or 13-18 if not previously immunized

Tetanus-Diphtheria/Tetanus ... One dose, age 11-12, then booster every 10 years
-Diphtheria-Pertussis

Human Papilloma Virus ............................ Three doses, age 11-26 (females only)

Measles - Mumps - Rubella .................................................................................  
  .................. If born after 1956, one or two doses if never immunized up to age 65

Pneumococcal ........................................................... One dose, at or after age 65

Varicella (chicken pox) Two doses if no prior infection or immunization received

Zoster (shingles) ....................................................... One dose, at or after age 60

Although most toddlers in the United States 
have received all recommended vaccines, many 
adults and adolescents have not. These missed 
vaccinations increase their risk for infection, 
hospitalization, death, and disease spread, and 
they contribute to the estimated $10 billion that 
is spent annually on vaccine preventable diseases 
in the United States.

Evidence shows that currently approved 
vaccines are safe and effective. However, 
coverage rates for persons of all ages vary 
nationwide. Reasons cited include lack of 
health insurance, unfamiliarity with vaccine 
recommendations, limited access at physicians’ 
offices, or the perceived cost of vaccines.

What you need to know is that obtaining 
recommended vaccines in a timely manner can 
prevent disease. The Advisory Committee on 
Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommends 
the following immunization schedule for 
generally healthy adults and adolescents:

RECOMMENDED SCHEDULE
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Advertise 
Your Business Here

888-687-6444

NATUREWATCH
SN-OUTBREAK!

by Jim and Lynne Weber

The change from late summer into early 
fall can trigger some unusual natural events, 
and at this time of year in Central Texas, we 
can often see periodic population explosions 
of the American Snout butterfly.

Often mistaken for migrating Monarch 
butterflies, the American Snout (Libytheana 
carinenta) is a medium-sized butterfly with a 
brown upperside, wings orange at the base, 
and white spots near the tips of the forewings.  
Their underside is a mottled grayish-brown 
pattern, much like a dried, dead leaf.  Snouts 
are named for their elongated mouthparts, 
and when they hang from the underside of 
a branch, which they most often do, their 
‘snout’ resembles the stem or ‘petiole’ of a 
leaf and their folded wings appear to be the 
dead leaf itself.  It’s the perfect camouflage 
for defense against avian predators.

In the caterpillar stage, snouts are dark 
green with yellow stripes along the top and 
sides of their body, with two small, black 
tubercles on the top of their thorax.  These 
caterpillars feed on all hackberry species, 
but they prefer spiny hackberry.  While 
Austin is at the northernmost boundary 
of this plant’s range, it is close enough that 
we get to experience a ‘sn-outbreak.’  After 
a good rain, spiny hackberry plants (also 
known as granjeno or desert hackberry) grow 
numerous new leaves.  In response, the snout 
butterfly lays its eggs on these new leaves, 

which provides the fuel for a significant 
number of its caterpillars.  In Texas, it only 
takes 12 days to go from egg to caterpillar 
to adult butterfly.

The ecology behind this event is related 
to several factors.  First, the population of 
snouts is positively correlated to the intensity 
and duration of dry periods that immediately 
precede significant rains.  These droughts 
seem to greatly diminish parasites that can 
harm and kill snout larvae.  Second, adult 
snouts wait out these long, dry periods by 
remaining in ‘reproductive diapause’, a state 
of arrested development/reproduction and 
decreased metabolism in response to the 
adverse environmental conditions.  This 
condition reverses when the rains arrive and 
trigger the third factor, new growth on the 
spiny hackberry host plants.  Female snouts 
will only lay eggs on this prolific new growth, 
and coupled with the lack of parasites, this 
creates a population boom.

Most often, sn-outbreaks occur in South 
Texas and Mexico, where the spiny hackberry 
is plentiful.  However, one of the largest 
recorded snout emergences occurred in late 
September of 1921, when over the course of 
18 days more than 6 billion southeasterly-
bound snout butterflies flew over San Marcos 
to the Rio Grande River.  That’s an estimated 
25 million per minute!  While not every 
year is quite that spectacular, keep your eyes 

open about two weeks after a rain, and you 
should see region-wide migrations of snout 
butterflies as they waft by in pretty impressive 
numbers.

Send your nature-related questions to 
naturewatch@austin.rr.com and we’ll do our 
best to answer them.  If you enjoy reading 
these articles, look for our book, Nature 
Watch Austin, to be published in October 
by Texas A&M University Press.

Above: American 
Snout – upperside

Left :  American 
Snout – underside
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LOG ON. SHOW UP. BE SEEN.

*If you are experiencing a life-threatening emergency, go directly 
to the ER or dial 9-1-1. For more information, visit SetonER.com.

Try Our New
Waitless Emergency Room

11113 Research Blvd.  •  Austin, Texas 78759  •  (512) 324-6000

Powered by
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NOT AVAILABLE
ONLINE

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. Peel, 
Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted by 
others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content with 
this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising content 
are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be 
taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or failure 
to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher 
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, 
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of 
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other 
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, 
except as limited to liabilities stated above.

The Canyon Chronicle is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not 
sanctioned by any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the 
approval of any homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor 
implied to replace any publication that may be published by or on behalf of any 
homeowners association or organization. At no time will any source be allowed to 
use the Canyon Chronicle Newsletter contents, or loan said contents, to others in 
anyway, shape or form, nor in any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic 
copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for 
profit, political campaigns, or other self amplification, under penalty of law without 
written or expressed permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the newsletter is 
exclusively for the private use of Peel, Inc.

Professional Lawn Care & Landscaping 
You Can Trust!

We are a professional lawn & landscape management company, 
not just a “lawn service” or part time “lawn guy.” We offer a full 
range of lawncare and landscape management services, and we 
deliver with integrity and competence. We proactively manage 
your lawn, landscape, and sprinkler system so you can avoid 
unsightly or expensive problems down the road. 

When you hire our professional lawn care team, you’ll be 
assigned your own personal lawn care account manager; 
someone dedicated to your neighborhood; someone you’ll know 
on a first-name basis; and someone you can trust to take care of 
your lawncare and landscaping needs, 100% guaranteed.

Spring Specials:

Save $50 on our Lawn Recovery System - Typically $99, 
we will go thru your entire lawn, landscape and sprinklers 
and suggest a written plan for you to recover and maintain 
a green lawn, all summer long.  Also making suggestions 
on ways to save money on watering, lawn care, and annual 
landscape chores.

Fall Fertilizer Special - Fertilize your lawn with the right type 
of fertilizer and keep your lawn healthy thru the winter season.  
Typically $55, save $16 and have us fertilize for only $39.

•

•

Different Name, 
Same Great Service

ATX Green Teams, 
The Team to Make your Lawn and 

Landscape GREEN.

“We’re Ready For Your Phone Call”

(512) 249-0101
www.ATXGreenTeams.com

ATXGreenTeams@gmail.com
David Hunsaker

You’re just one phone call away from a 
beautiful lawn and carefree weekends. 

Guaranteed!
Try our lawn care & landscape services for one 
month. --- If you’re not absolutely delighted with 
the results, we’ll refund 100% of your money.

Here is what one of our satisfied clients had to say:
“I’ve been using this business for not only my lawn care but 
also several landscaping projects for over 10 years now and 
I can’t recommend them enough. Dave and his group are true 
professionals, and the quality of their workmanship shows this. 
Any questions or concerns I’ve ever had were always addressed 
thoroughly and to my satisfaction - I can’t imagine using 
anyone else for the care of my lawn.”  J.B.

All specials end on Oct 15th.
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Join online – rbfcu.org
210-945-3300  |  1-800-580-3300

Federally insured by the NCUA

10135 Lake Creek Pkwy.

Lake Creek Branch Join online – rbfcu.org
512-833-3300  |  1-800-580-3300

You CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanJoin!You CanYou CanYou CanJoin!You CanJoin!Join!Join!You CanJoin!You CanJoin!You CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanYou CanJoin!Join!You CanJoin!You CanYou CanJoin!You CanJoin!Join!Join!Join!You CanJoin!You CanYou CanJoin!You CanJoin!HOA Members,HOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberHOA MemberCreekCreekCreekCreekCreekCreekCreekCreek
Canyon

FREE?
DID YOU SAY

www.PEELinc.com

YES! YOUR NEWSLETTER IS
PROVIDED 100% FREE OF CHARGE 
and is made possible by the  
advertisers within. Please frequent
their businesses and let them
know where you saw their 
advertisement.  While there, 
be sure to say “Thanks!”

PEEL, INC.
community newsletters

Omar is a sweet, loving boy—and he almost always has a smile on face!  
While he is extremely active and loves to play sports and be outside,  Omar 
does well academically and is a very polite young man. Omar, who turns ten 
in November, needs an active and involved family who can provide him with 
consistent expectations, boundaries and structure. An abundance of support 
and patience will help Omar achieve success in his promising young life. 

To find out more about Omar, please contact Grace Lindgren, LMSW, 
Wendy’s Wonderful Kids Recruiter, at the Adoption Coalition of Texas (512) 
810-0813 or gracelindgren@adopttexas.org. Adopting a child from the foster 
care system requires little or no cost to the adoptive family and funding may 
be available to help the adoptive family support the child or sibling group. To 
learn more about the foster care adoption process,  please call the Adoption 
Coalition of Texas at (512) 301-2825, email info@adopttexas.org and visit our 
website at http://www.adoptioncoalitiontx.org

ADOPTION COALITION

www.adopttexas.org
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